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Britain: Get Ready to Protest Donald Trump
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Donald Trump is threatening to visit Britain on the quiet in the next few days.

His sneak visit here is as unwelcome as his proposed state visit. He has endorsed the right-
wing  fundamentalist  regime  in  Saudi  Arabia,  dropped  the  “Mother  of  All  Bombs”  on
Afghanistan, and the US-led coalition is responsible for many civilian deaths in Mosul. He is a
threat to world peace and should be stopped. His travel ban on people from six Muslim
countries only helps stoke racism. The protests earlier this year have forced him to arrive by
stealth to avoid the opposition to him coming onto the streets.

We need to make sure that there are protests whenever and wherever he appears. Stand up
to Trump is urging the biggest possible mobilisation at Downing Street or wherever he tries
to visit. Keep checking our website or standuptotrump.uk for updates and start spreading
the word.
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